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CHAPTER I 
DTTIDLUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The puxpose of this study was to determine the testing and employment 
procedures used for the initial employment of salespeople in the better 
known retail dry goods , department, and specialty stores. 
Analysis of the Problem 
The subordinate problems involved in the major problem were: 
1. To determine background information about the employment procedures 
used in the leading retail stores. 
2 . To determine whether or not any written examinations were given to 
the applicants for sales positions. 
3. To determine the types of tests administered, particularly with 
regard to the contents of such tests. 
4. To determine the qnalities thAt are considered ·to be characteristic 
of successfUl salespeople. 
Justification of the Problem 
The writer hoped that by determining the present employment procedures 
of some of the leading retail o:tganizations throughout the United States, 
1 
1, information would be available as to the type of individual who uld ""ke 
1 a good salesperson. Infonnation obtained through study of the programs 
of the stores surveyed should aid in establishing a tentative program in 
·II 
other stores. 
Considerable changes in the relationship between production and dis-
trilmtion within the last few decades show a trend to ard a large increase 
in labor tu.rnover. Ke.nneth B. Haas1 points out that surveys have shown 
that almost 9,000,000 persons, or one out of every eight persons gainfully 
employed, are engaged in distributive occupations. Betail selling is a 
field that is open to both the ·yoong high school graduate who is an inex-
perienced member of the labor force to the older and mature person who has 
had considerable job experience. 
The labor turnover in distributive occupations is about 20 per cent. 
This figure does not include the turnover among part-time and contingent 
2 
workers . 
:1 The importance of sales work and its turnover in this country is re-
I vealed in a survey made by Harold fool and Lester !.!. Pearlman~ In 1940, 
II the percentage distribution of the total sales workers was 6.5 of 100.0. 
I, 
lnaas, Kenneth B., Distributive Education, The Gregg Publishing Com-
pany, Ne York, 1949, p. 5. 
2 Ibid. p. 6. 
3v ool, Harold and Pearlman, Lester M., "Becent Occupational Trends," 
The MOnthly Labor Review, Vol. 65, No. 2, August, 1947, p. 140. 
2 
The :percentage distribu.tion for males was 6.3 as compared to 7 .o for women. 
Five years later, in 1945, the total peroentage distribution of the sales 
workers had decreased to 5.0. The percentage distribution of males had 
dropped to 3.5 while that for the females had increased to 7 . 5. This 
change was due to World ar II which drew ' virtually every able-bodied man 
into the armed service or into war work. However, in 1947, the total per-
centage had increased slightly--up to 5.8. The p·eroentage distribution for 
males was now 6.3. This f~re is less than that of 1940 and may be ac-
counted for because of the training many males had received hila in the 
armed forces. Upon their release from the service they moved into new oe-
cupations for wh.ich the added training had fitted them. The percentage of 
the females shows a substantial increase to 8.4. Many women who had been 
elliJ?loyed in factory or war work had been driven out by the retum of the 
men who had been drafted for the national emergency. Therefore they sought 
new occupations and zetail selling was one of the avenues of work for them. 
A comparatively large amount of shifting of occupations occurred among women 
partiCQlarly tn the sales occupations. 
Discouragement at not being placed in the field for ~hich one has been 
trained is often an important factor in the changing of occupations. , An 
individual who is employed at a job for which he has been trained or one in 
which he is interested will not seek fnrther placement. Bowland English1 
has written an article showing the close relationship between employee 
lEnglish, lbwland, "Self-Analysis Check List," Personnel Journal, The 
Personnel Research Foundation, New York, Vol. 23, No. 10, April, 1945, P• 578. 
3 
morale and labor tumover entitled "The Self-Analysis Check List." 
he states: 
It takes s long time to select, train, transfer and pro-
mote employees and to bu.ild up a good organization-a group 
of people who are well adjusted to each other, who work ef-
ficiently, and whose morale is high. Keeping suoh an organi-
zation running smoothly is the never ending task of the office 
managers and the supervisors--each employee poses an individual 
problem. 
In it 
Keeping labor tumover at a. minimum is the aim of every business or-
ganization. It is not considered just another overhead expense but is 
regarded today as an absolute necessity for the naximum retu.m. The 
following comment on the problem of turnover was made by Taft and llillins& 
.labor tu.mover is an expensive proposition, and at 
the same time, an expense that can be reduced. Labor turnover 
involves an expense made up of the training of new employees 
for a job, of hiring and terminati~ employees, and the con-
sequent lowering of efficiency and morale. Therefore, an,y 
method hich may reduce its incidence should be of interest 
t0 1hose hose task it is to control it 
Scope of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to determine the testir€ and employment 
procedures u.aed for initial employment as salespersons in 135 leading 
retail establishments throughout the United States. 
Definitions of Terms 
In order to provide the reader 1ith clear understanding of the inter-
pretations of certain terms used throughout this study, the following 
definitions are presented as obtained by the Dictionary of Occupational 
4 
I 
Counter Salesclerk: Receives c~sh payments for articles selected 
by the CQstomer; wraps articles; makes change and gives article to the 
customer; keeps merchandise ne~tly arranged on counters.; and sells any of I 
I a large variety of inexpensive materials. 
Salesperson: Displays, explains and sells merchandise to customers 
on s~les floor. ..scertains t • ... e of merchandise customer likes; emphasizes 
chief selling points of articles; writes out a sales slip ~hether for 
cash or chaxge; cares for stock under his care; notifies department head 
of shortages; and helps with a periodic inventory. 
Personnel Manager: Formulates policies relating to the selection 
and discharge of employees and other employer-employee _elations; super-
vises subordinates engaged in executing the policies or performing these 1 
duties himself. The scope of personnel ork, duties anQ responsibilities 
vary lidely in different establishments depending upon the policies of 
the est~hlishment. 
The second chapter attempts to show What study has already been 
accomplished in tl1is field. 
,r 1Dictionary of OccupatioMl Titles, "Definitions of' Titles," P~rt I 
June,l939. Unite~States Department of Labor and United St~tes Em loyment 
Service, p. 577. 
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CHAPTER II 
REV IE'\ OF BELATED L rrERATURE 
George :Morse Norton1 coniueted a study for the P'Ull>Ose o:f' detennin~ 
the extent o:f' training for department store salespeople in -the :four largest 
cities of Tennessee. The aim of the study was to attempt to detennine 
what training was given to the salespeople who come into contact ~ith the 
pu.blic. 
~ He investigated the aspects of training along the lines of' the qu.ali-
1 :::::::::0::::: ::::::::p:::.:::.:~b:::t:.:f~::::-::i:::.t::.::th~d:,:: 
training. 
His study was limi ted to twenty-four department stores in the cities 
of Memphis, Nashville, Chattanooga, ani Knoxville. Sixteen independent 
stores and ejght chain stores constituted the survey. The infonnation 
obtained from these stores shows that there were 3,455 full-titre sales-
people employed or more than one half of' the department store employees in 
the State of' Tennessee . 
The personal interview and a two-page questionnaire were used to se-
cure inf'onnation upon which the stu.dy was made. For the purpose of the 
stu.dy, the salespeople of the twenty-four stores were divided into four 
groups according to their training and experience: ( l) beginners, (2) lea:r-
ners, (3) experiencedsalespeople, and (4 ) management trainees. 
lNorton, George, Morse, A Study for the Extent of' Training for Depart-
ment Store Salespeople in Tennessee, Thesis, },1.S., The Universi-cy of 
Tennessee, 1938. 
- --===='--== 
6 
The study revealed that the majority of the stores gave to beginners 
the information necessary for them to know in order to fit into the store 
routine. In ten stores this information was obtained chiefly by the 
trial-and-error method. The' learners, (salespeople who bad successfully 
passed through the training given for beginners but who required addi-
tional training before they could qualify as experienced or skilled 
employees) , were given some training in most of the stores. However, they 
should have received more . 'Dhe experienced salespeople, on the other hand, 
were given very little training , and there was no training given for 
executive positions except for seven stores. 
Forty-t\vo per cent of the stores surveyed used the method of' putting 
an inexperienced person with an experienced person to pick up inforrmtion 
at random through observation and questioni!J€ . No one uas responsible for 
the final outcome through this ineffective method. Sixteen per cent used 
the method of placing the new employees under the responsibility and 
supervision of a qualififed salesperson for training. The remaining 42 per 
cent of the stores surveyed employed an organized ~thod of training. 
Norton found that a real need exists for training of the inexperienced 
beginners . Because of the routine nature of' the training, the presentation II 
of the material was ver,r irregular. The time of instruction ranged from 
two weeks down to a fevJ hours. Most of the stores admitted that it was 
quite impossible to estimate with any degree of accuracy the actual time 
spent in training their beginners . 
The content of the training program as provided by the stores in the 
survey were store rules and policies, store systems and organization, 
7 
familiarity of executives and heads of departments, kinds and locations of 
merchandise in the store, store etiquette or customer-relations; and the 
prevention of errors. Nol'ton recommended a course in consumer demand for 
such. beginners be included in the training program. 
Ins.tru.ction in auch training programs was through the distribution of 
company manuals for study and job specification sheets hieh outlined the 
work to be done and the methods to be used. 
The results of the survey reveal that the qualifications for employ-
ment of saleSJ?eople were not very rigid. Six of the stores required that 
the applicant be a h:igh sch.ool graduate , 8 required previous job experience 
24 required pleasing personality of em~loyees, and 24 required good health, 
although none required a physical examination. Seven stores had age re-
quirements other than the minimu.m age requ.irement. Every store in the 
survey re~ired character references. 
An analysis of the survey revealed that the stores were interested in 
employing applicants who have pleasing personalities, good health, fine 
character, and sales ability. Norton concluded that if the employee 
possessed these qualifications, he could be trained to follow the ~tore 
routine and to sell goods. 
Norton's study indicated that training given to store employees as, 
on the whole, inadequ..ate, informal, and unorganized. Training for ex-
perienced personnel and for execrutives was almost entirely lacking. He 
felt that in addition to giving more thorough training, some means shau.l.d 
be used to record progress and to prepare applicants for execrutive 
openings. 
e 
second stQdy which was of interest because of its ~ontrast as made 
1 This &urvey revealed the part psyaholQgical tests by Dora F. Capwell 
play in testing retail store personnel. The norms for retail store per-
sonnel ere obtained on ~ive tests: 
1. onderlio Personnel Test 
2. Retail Arithmetic orksample 
3. Minnesota Vocational Test for Clerical lorkers 
4. Bell Adjustment Inventory 
5. RUder Preference Record 
The large department stores which participated in the c ontribu.tion of 
their data for this s:tudy ere Crowley 1lilner &: Company of Detroit; Tilliam 
Hengerer Company of J3u.ffalo; Kaufmann Department Stores of Pittsburgh; and 
the Ed. Schuster and Company of Milwaukee. 
The study sho ed that psychological tests can be used in a retail 
store s an aid in the selection, placement, and promotion of employees. 
Tests help reduce personal prejudice and poor judgment in measuring or 
evaluating an individual. Although not all desirable qualities of a person 
can be measured, some can be measured ith certain degree of accuracy. 
lcapwell , Dora F., Psychological Tests for Retail Store Personnel, 
j Research Bureau of Retail Training , University of Pittsburgh, 1949. 
J 
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C1Il! PTER I II 
METHOD OF PIDCEDUBE 
In order to obtain information and data with which to study the 
problem of selecting and testing of applicants for initial employment of 
salespeople, the following rnethod.s were employed: 
1. Research studies and literature were studied to obtain ~ background 
for the study. 
2. Personal interviews were. held with selected personnel managers in 
retail stores to obtain detailed information regarding the store polic-ies 
of testing applicants and employing salespeople; visits were made to the 
large stores around :Boston and vicinity to view actual interviewing and 
testing of applicants who applied for jobs s salespeople; and application 
for work as salesperson was made by the writer at several retail stores 
and the testing procedures were observed first hand . 
3. check list was constructed based upon the background information 
secured to obtain data pertinent to the stu.dy of testing and employment pro-
cedures used in retail stores. 
4. Four hundred check lists together with letters of transmittal were 
sent to retail dr,y goods, department, and specialty stores located through-
out the United States. 
5. The data obtained from the check lists were tabulated and analyzed. 
6. Summar.y, conclusion~ and recommendations were written, based upon 
the findings of the study. 
10 
In the opinion of the writer, a more comprehensive picture of the 
selection and employment procedures for initial employment of salespeople 
in the better known stores of the United States could be obtained by using 
a sampling of data from sto.res in all states rather than by limiting the 
study to one area in particular . 
Proced re Followed in Locating Stores 
Bepresented in the Survey 
Copies of the leading fashion magazines in the country, among them 
Vogue, Harper's Bazaar, lfademoiselle, Seventeen, and Charm, were purchased 
and the advertisements were carefully studied. A card 3 1/2 by 5 inches 
was used for each of the forty-eight states and the District of Columbia. 
The advertisements in a magazine were read and the name of the store 
carrying the fashion was written doVln under the headi~ of the state in 
which the store was located. This procedure was used for all the above-
mentioned magazines. If the same store was listed as an advertiser in 
more than one magazine, the name of the store was checked ~ith a red 
pencil. If the name appeared in a third magazine it was checked with a 
blue penc n. 
The narres of leading fashion designers of the country as advertised 
in these magazines were obtained and a letter was sent to the headquarters 
of the fashion center requesting a list of all the names and location of 
the stores which carried that particrular fashion. The names were then 
recorded on the proper card. 
======#==------- -- ----
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Procedure Used In :Building The Check List 
Tests designed by the individual stores for their own use were 
obtained from retail establishments in Boston and vicinity. Some stores 
gave copies of their tests freely when assured that these tests wou.ld be 
held confidential. Other stores were reluctant to give out copies of their 
tests. However, they were co-operative to the point of allowing the 
writer to see the test and make notes on the kind of questions asked 
thereon. In addition, the writer applied in person for work as salesgirl 
in several stores in order to determine the store procedure for selecting 
and testing applicants. Based on tne actual tests obtained and the notes 
taken on other store tests, the check list was developed. 
The check list consisted of three pages. The majority of the items 
could be answered by a check mark or by a very brief statement. If the 
test designed exclusively for the use of a particular store was attached 
to the check list when returned, then only the first and second pages of 
the questionnaire were filled ou.t. If the store test was not attached, 
then the personnel manager checked on the third sheet of the check list 
the type of question Which was similar to the one asked on the store test. 
The survey attempted to discover the following information: 
1. The total number of permanent salespeople, both men and women. 
2. The preference, if any, given to sex, age, marital status of the 
applicant, and the preferred employable age range of men and women. 
12 
3. The number of applicants interviewed yearly, and whether or not a 
written report was prepared by the interviewer on each applicant. 
4. The extent to which the applicant is required to take a written 
test. 
5. Whether or not the same tests are given to applicants for full-
time, part-time, and seasonal employment. 
6. The length of time the current testing procedure has been in use , 
and whether or not this same program is used in all branches of the store. 
7. The extent to which the scholastic record of the applicant and 
references given on the application form are verified or checked. 
8. The extent to which nongraduates of high school are employed, and 
if so, in what capacity. 
9. Other important factors used in ehecking the desirability of the 
applicant for employment m1ch as scores on written tests, recommendation 
of the intervie~er, recommendation from the high school; personal 
appearances, previous· experience, oxal English , quality of the voice, 
health, school grades, and retail traini:rg in the high school. 
10. The extent to which the personnel managers give tests designed 
especially for their stores to the applicant. Copies of these tests we·re 
requested. 
11. The types of questions asked of the applicant on written tests. 
The chec k lists (Appendix B), together with letters of transmittal 
(Appendix A), were sent to stores throughout the United States which are 
better known through their advertis ements in popular magazines . 
13 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE SU"RVEY 
-The data of the survey is based upon 135 of the better known retail 
dry goods, department and specialty stores throughout the United States. 
Selection was based mainly on national advertising in popular magazines 
rather than on the size of the store. However, the wide variance in size 
of the stores necessitated some division for tabulation. Hence, the 
stores were divided into groups according to the number of their perma-
nent salespeople. Of the 135 stores surveyed, 11~ or 88 per oen~made 
adequate replies, while 1~ or 12 per cent, of the replies could not be 
taba.1ated because of incomplete answers regarding the number of their 
permanent salespeople. The size of the personnel ranged from 17 stores 
employing under 100 salespeople to 14 stores each having a sales force of 
over 1,500 people. It is believed that the variance of the size of the 
stores will help present the employment proceduxes of both the small and 
large establishments. (Table I) . 
A further breakdown was made with regard to the sales force of the 
stores surveyed. The personnel of the stores was classified into groups 
according to the size of the sales force and then by sex. The total 
number of pennanent employees in the 135 stores surveyed as 65,467, of 
which 24 per cent were males as compared to 76 per cent which were females. 
The 17 stores employing under 100 permanent salespeople had a total of 
1,173 employees as compared to 26,711 employees of the 14 stores which 
had a permanent sales force of 1,500 people. (Table II) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE II 
CLASSIFICATION OF PERSONNEL ACCORDTI-rG TO SEX 
Number of' Total 
' Permanent Employees IJfale Female 
Employees 
No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Oent 
Under 100 1,173 1.79 147 12.53 1,026 87 . 47 
101 - 200 3,078' 4.70 517 16.80 2,561 83.20 
201 - 300 2,935 4.48 499 17.00 2,436 83.00 
301 - 400 5,155 7.87 955 18.59 4,200 81.41 
401 - 500 4,566 6.97 1,091 23.89 3,475 76.10 
501 - 600 4,002 6.11 604 15.09 3,398 15.91 
601 - 700 3,359 5.13 755 22.46 2,604 77.52 
701 - 800 2,246 3.43 566 25.20 1,680 74.80 
801 - 900 1,699 2.60 181 10.65 1,518 89.35 
901 - 1,000 2,990 4.57 690 23.08 2,300 76.92 
1,001 1,100 
1,101 - 1,200 4,743 7.25 1,451 30.59 3,292 69.41 
1,201 - 1,300 
1,301 - 1,400 1,360 2.08 260 19.11 1,100 80.88 
1,401 - 1,500 1,450 2.22 250 17.24 1,200 82.76 
Over 1,500 26~7l1 o.so 7,590 28.42 19,121 71.58 
Total 65,467 100.00 15,556 100.00 49,911 100.00 
Stn.I L'lARY: Per Cent of' Males :Employed 23.76 
Per Cent of Females Employed 76.24 
Total 100.00 
i 17 
The :first item on the check list concerned the methods used to locate 
applicants hen a vacancy :for a salesperson occurred. Eight different 
methods appeared in the :final tabulation. (Table III) 
One hundred twenty-one personnel managers, or about 91 per cent, 
listed Applications on File as the chief method of contacting prospective 
employees. 
The second method used was through Employment Agencies, as checked 
by about 77 per cent of the store personnel managers in the survey. This 
item deserves further explanation inasmu.ch as no means was designated as 
to whether public or private employment agencies were being considered 
Of the 102 respondents having checked this method of locating applicants, 
5 made notations to the effect that private employment agencies were an im-
portant means of selecting desirable salespeople. The personnel managers 
were of the opinion that the :fee of the private employment agencies was 
more than justified if it secured :for them the high-calibre salesperson to 
:fit into their particular organization. Nine personnel managers specified 
that the local State Elnployment Service was the employment agency they 
utilized. The remaining 88 checked this item without any comment. 
The third method of selecting applicants was by Becommendation from 
Store Employees as favored by 75 per cent, or 100 personnel managers. 
The :fourth means of selection was by Advertisements in Newspapers and/ 
or Trade Journals. Ninety-nine store managers, or about 74 per cent, 
used this method. 
Closely following the preceding in rank, about 75 per cent, or 97 
personnel managers, hired _A.:.p.:.p_l_i_can_t_s _lh_o Requested :Employment _in_ Person. 
Eighty-six of the store personnel managers, or about 65 per cent , call 
upon the Schools and Colleges to supply them with adequate store workers. 
Two other methods checked were Transfer 'Within the Organization and 
Store Bulletin. · In the case of the former, one store follm1s the policy 
of moving its salespeople from one department to another as the need arises 
The store that used the method of Store Bulletin, however, did not indi-
cate whether "Bulletin" referred to a bulletin board upon which notices of 
vacancies were pinned, or whether it referred to an advertising medium 
such as a store newspaper. Another store manager appealed to Unions for 
sales help, but found that this medium was not too successful. 
TABLE III 
100HODS USED TO LOCATE APPLICANT lHEN 
VACANCY OOCUR3 AS SALESPERSON 
Method 'Number 
Applications on File •••••••••••••• 121 
' ' Employment Agency •• ·•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 102 
Recommendations from Store 
Employees ••••••••••••••••••• 100 
Newspaper and/or Trade Journal 
Advertisements • ••••••• •••••• 
Applicant Requests Employment ••.••• 
Schools and Colleges •••••••••••.•• , 
Transfer lithin the Organization ••• 
Store Bulletin •...••••.••.••.•.•••• 
99 
97 
86 
1 
1 
Per Cent 
90.75 
76.69 
75.19 
74.~ 
72.93 
64 .66 
.75 
.75 
18 
19 
The second ~estion of the check list deals with the preference given 
to the sex and to the ma:rital status of the applicant. 
Traditionally, women are employed in the majority of sales jobs. Only 
a few departments, among them the furniture and bedding, sho~ ear, and 
electrical appliances departments, employ men. Jobs suitable for men as 
salespeople are usually in no way competitive between male and female. 
The gurvey revealed that 76 per cent were women employees as compared 
to 25 per cent who were males. Of the personnel managers contacted, 44 per 
cent, however, indicated no preference as to sex of the applicant. Thirty-
eight, or 28 per cent, prefer women as salespeople, while the remaining 27 
per cent are of the opinion that the sex of the applicant desired depends 
upon the job or department as shown by Table rv. 
TABLE IV 
PREFERENCE GIVEN TO SEX 
Sex 
Preference Number Per Cent 
No Preference •••..••••• 60 44.44 
Femle • ......•.....•••. 38 28.15 
Depends on the Job ••••• 37 27.41 
]}tale •• ••••••••••••••.•• 0 .o 
Total 135 100.00 
With reference to the second part of the item in question--preference 
given to the marital status of the applicant--the survey revealed that 
an overwhelming majority of the personnel managers, or 108 of the 135 
~ respondents have no preference; 13 believed that the marital status of the 
'applicant depended upon the job to be fi lled; a preferred married sales-
people; and 6 preferred employees who are unmarried . The personnel manage:re 
who desired married or single salespeople gave no reason for their choice. 
The personnel managers desiring married salespeople employ, on the average, 
a permanent sales force of 271 as compared to a permanent sales fo roe of 249 
: for those who preferred unmarried employees . The gize of the store may have 
had some bearing on the preferred marital status of applicants. (Table V) 
TABLE V 
PREFEmTCE GIVEN TO liARITAL STA'lUS 
Yarital Status Numbe~ Per Cent 
No Preference ••••••••••••• lOa ao .oo 
Depends on the Job .. ....... 13 9 . 63 
lfurried . ................•• a 5 . 93 
Si.Ilgle ••. .••..•••....••.• • 6 4.44 
Total 135 100.00 
The responses to the question concerning the preferred employable age 
for salespeople show a ide variance . For initial employment, the larger 
number of store personnel managers desired nomen who were under 20 years of 
age . Thirty-~70 stores indicated that under 20 years of age is acceptable 
as contrasted to 18 for men in the same Qge gronp. The preferred age 
level for both male and female is between 21 to 25 years. Seven returns, 
homever, revealed that the job requirements have some bearing upon the age 
factor. One personnel manager will not employ either males or females under 
20 
21 years of age as compared to another who believed that as long s the ap-
plioant was physically fit to meet the requirements of the job, age did not 
matter. Another made the notation t hat older people were preferred, but 
did not state any age . Two more returns indicated that ability, and not 
age, was the more important factor to be considered. One stated that the 
age range varied with the type of job , indicating perhaps that physical 
ability to perform the duties is the deciding factor. Table VI shows that 
11 had no preference as to the employable age range for males as contrasted 
to 9 for the females. 
TABLE VI 
PREFEJffiED Er~IPLOYABLE AGE OF APPLICANT 
Age Group Male Female 
Frequency Rank Prequ.ency Rank 
Under 20 ••.••••.••.•••••• 18 4 32 2 
21 - 25 ................... 67 1 58 1 
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30 ................. 18 4 13 5 
31 - 35 ................. 17 5 25 4 
36 - 40 . . . . . ........... 23 3 28 3 
41 - 45 .................. 27 2 24 4 
46 - 50 ................. 13 6 9 6 
51 
-
55 ................. 3 7 5 7 
56 - 60 ................. 1 9 
61 - 65 ................ 2 8 2 8 
In answer to the question as to mether the interviewer had a prede-
termined list of questions to ask the applic:ant , 45 per cent of the 
personnel managers replied that they had , as compared to 53 per cent that 
did not. (Table VII) 
One personnel manager that chec ked the negative to this question made 
the notation that he believed that the intervieVJer should have such a list 
of questions. On the other band , two explained that although they had 
checked the affirmative, the questions asked of the applicant were most 
infonnal and predetermined only at the beginning of the interview. 
Two stores did not designate whether or not the interviever had a 
predetermined list of questions to ask the ~pplicant. 
TABLE VII 
NUJ.IBER OF llTTERVIEWERS HAVlNG PREDETEBf.HNED LIST OF 
QUESTIOlTS TO ASK APPLICANT 
Interviewer Has 
Predetermined List 
of Questions Number 
Negative .......................... 72 
Affirmative. . .. .. .. .. . ........... 61 
lJo 11r3ply.......................... 2 
Total 135 
Per Cent 
53 . 33 
45 .19 
1.48 
100.00 
The next question, concerned with the number of applicants interviewed 
yearly, did not lend itself to tabulation. The variance in the size of 
stores made it quite impossible to tabulate such material with any 
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degree of accuracy. What would be a large number of interviews for one 
store would seem insignificant to another because o:t.' the difference in 
size. Every personnel mana~er interviewed nearly twice as many applicants 
as the total liUlliber of employees in the store. 
It was deemed advisable, however, to disclose the means used by the 
personnel rmnagers to keep a record on the applicant. Thirteen of the per-
sonnel managers made notations on the application fonn; five filed a report 
on the applicant only if he showed promise; while three kept a record only 
if the interviewer passed favorably on the pplioant. Other methods were 
keeping a report for a period of three months, naking comments on a card 
3 by 5 inches, or using a rating sheet. Fifty-nine of the returns indi-
cated that written reports on applicants were kept but the means employed 
\'.ere not given. 
TABLE VIII 
METHODS OF FILING REPORr ON THE APPLICANT 
ethod Employed Frequency Rank 
No :uethod Indicated ••••• ,............... 59 1 
Comments l~de on the Application Form... 13 2 
Report Filed Only If The Applicant llfakes 5 3 
A Favorable Impression On The Interviewer 
Report Filed Only If Applicant p,asses 
Preliminary Interview •••••••.•..•••••.••• 
Report Kept On File For Three Months ••••• 
Report Made On A Iatif\g Sheet •.•..•••.••• 
Comments Kept On 3 By 5 Inch Card •••••• 
1 
1 
1 
4 
5 
5 
5 
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The next question on the check list attempted to discover whether the 
applicant was requ.ired to -t.ake a written test for initial employroont as 
salesperson. Of the 135 returns, 35, or 26 per cent, showed that a written 
test as given to the applicant before employ~rent began. A wide variance 
of tests existed, ranging from the very simple to the most complex. Twenty-
five published tests were uaed as compared to 21 which were desjgned for 
that particular store. The published tests were used to test the applicant 
interviewed for a certain job; for su.pe.rvisory openings; for promotional 
and up-grading purposes; for full-time employment; for buyers and a ·ssistant 
buyers; for executive training; and for a~ person who demonstrates unusual 
abilities. 
The Intelljgence Tests used most were the onderlic Personnel Test , 
Adaptability Test, Tiffin and Lawshe, Otis Employment Test of Mental bility, 
Califomia Shortened Form Mental Maturity Test, nd the Tertmln. 
The Special Abilities ~ favored by the personnel managers in the 
survey were the !Stail Ari fumetic orksample, Minnesota Vocational Test for 
Clerical Workers , and the Minnesota late of Manipulation Test. The IID.der 
Preference Pecord Test was one test used to determine interest. 
The Personality Tests as revealed by the returns were the Guilfonl-
Martin Personnel Invent o:cy, and the Bernreuter Personality Inventocy. 
Other tests used were the Otis Arithmetic Ieasoning Test , Interaction 
Chronograph (Dr. Eliot Chapple), and the Schorl ing-Cla rk:-Potter Arithmetic 
Test, Revised. 
The tests which were developed by the personnel managers for the use 
of that particular store were all arithmetic tests as sb.mm by Table IX. 
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TABLE IX 
TYPE OF WRITTEN TEST GIVEN TO THE APPLICANT 
Name of Test Number Bank 
londerlic Personnel Test •••••••••••••• 7 1 
Otis Dnploylll:lnt Test of Uental Ability. 4 2 
Guilford-Martin Personnel Test ••••••••• 3 3 
Retail Arithmetic orksample ••••••••••• 2 4 
Minnesota Vocational Test •••••••••••••• 2 4 
Ber.nreuter Personality Inventory....... 2 4 
RUder Preference Record •••••••••••••••• 2 4 
Tiffin and Lawshe, Adaptability Test ••• 2 4 
rthur Otis Arithmetic Reasoning Test •• 1 5 
Tennan Intelligence Test ••••••••••••••• 1 5 
Interaction Chronograph •••••••••••••••• 1 5 
(Dr. Eliot Chapple) 
Schorling-Clark-Potter Arithmetic Test. l 5 
Revised, Form 13 
As indicated in Table X the length of time the testing procedure of 
each store had been in use is shown. Of the 35 returns which show a 
test~ program, none had a program more "than five years old. The 
comparative recency of these programs is surprising. 
TABLE X 
LENGTH OF TlliE TESTING PIDCEDURE WAS IN USE 
Date Established Number Per Cent 
1945 ................ 3 8.57 
1946 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 5 14.29 
1947 ................ 6 17.14 
1948 ...............• 4 11.43 
1949 •.•...••..••..•. 8 22.86 
Date Not Shown ...... 9 25.71 
Total 35 100.00 
Closely related to the preceding question was the question, "Do you 
contemplate any change of testing procedure in the near future?" Despite 
the recent establishment of their testing programs , as shown by Table XI, 
only 46 per cent of the personnel mariagers were satisfied and 40 per cent 
felt that a change was desirable; while the remaining 14 per oent gave no 
reply. 
TABLE XI 
CONTEMPLATED CHANGES m TESTDIG PROGRAMS 
Factor Number Per Cent 
No Changes Planned ••••• 16 45.71 
Some Changes Planned ••• 14 40.00 
No .An.swer ••••.•••••.••• 5 14.29 
Total 35 100.00 
l 
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The personnel managers desiring improvement of their testing pro-
cedures made the following remarks regarding the contemplated changes: 
"Vfant to add aptitude tests" 
"Desire pre-employment tests for evety salesperson'• 
"Want to include some personality testing" 
''Need better testing of applicants" 
nstill in its early stage-want to develop more 
effie ient proc-edures" 
"Want some psychological tests if experiments prove 
sat is factory" 
••contemplating refinanent of our present tests" 
"Plan to introd:uce new tests-exact ones are not as 
yet determinedn 
"Need more general testingtt 
Despite the intensive and varied pre-employment testing, the survey 
revealed a weakness of the tests as revealed by the returns to the 
question, "If the applicant fails one or more tests given, is he still 
hired?" Of the 35 retum.s more than one half, or 51 :per cent, showed 
that the applicant would be employed despite failure of the written test 
administered. E:ight, or nearly 23 per cent, refused to commit themselves, 
while only nine, or about 26 per cent, of the personnel managers were 
definite in their refusal to hire an applicant who had failed the 
written test. (Table XII) 
Vhen questioned as to why the applicant was hired if he failed to 
pass their written test, the personnel managers gave some interesting 
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comments. The more common replies are as follows: 
"Test is used for guidance purpose" 
"Depends upon the recommendation of the interviewer'' 
"Tests are only part of the selection--depends upon other 
things as well" 
"Depends upon which test the applicant. fails and other 
factors as ell" 
"Depends upon the opinion of' the. interviewer or work 
background of the. appli.cant" 
"Do not. believe tests are tnfa1lib1e or are adequate to 
select employees independent of other analyses" 
"Depends upon the job open" 
"Depends whether applicant has worked for us previously on 
. part-t~ or if his sales were outstandingffi 
"Depends upon the past experience of the applicant" 
"There are no passing scores. Norms vary from job to job" 
TAELE XII 
EF.FECT OF rTRITTEN TEST RESULTS UPON :aiPLOYABIL ITY 
Factor Frequency Per Cent 
rill Hire Applicant Even 18 51.43 
Though He Fails To Pass 
the Written Test. • • . ........ 
Will Not Employ Applicant If 9 25.71 
He Fails Written Test •••• . ... 
No Besponse •••••••••.••••••••• 8 22.86 
Total 35 100.00 
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The next item on the check list attempted to determine wnether the 
personnel manager checked the scholastic record of the applicant as in-
dicated on the application form with that of the school for verification. 
As shown by Table XIII, 70 replies were in the negative as compared to 40 in 
the affirl18tive. Fu.rther contributions to this question indicated that the 
policy of six stores was to check occasionally; one checked according to the 
job to be filled; while two checked only if the local school were named be-
cause it ~as convenient for them to do so. Sixteen of the personnel 
managers did not reply to this question. 
TABLE XIII 
COMPARIS ON OF THE SCHOLASTIC RECORD IN 
THE APPLICATION FOIM WITH THAT OF THE SCHOOL 
Whether Verification is 1~de Number Per Cent 
B3plies in the Negative ••••••••• 70 51.86 
Ieplies in the Affirmative •••••• 40 29.63 
Occasionally ••••••••••••••••• • •• 6 4.44 
Location of the School •••••••••• 2 1.48 
Depends on the Job •••••••••••••• 1 .74 
No Reply ••••••••••••••••.••••••• 16 11.86 
Total 135 100.00 
Closely following and related was the next question, "Is any attempt 
made to determine the character of the applicant from references given on 
the application form?tt The importance of this item is revealed by the 
large majority of the personnel managers who replied in the affirmative. 
As shown by Table XIV, of the total 135 stores surveyed, 122 replied 
that a definite check is made of the character of the applicant through the 
referenc furnished. One of the fine specialty stores employil:Jg a perma-
nent force of approximately 75 employees is unusually thorough, checking 
an:y possible trouble the applicant may have had in the past thrrogh. a 
loeal detective agency . 
Only five personnel managers indicated that no attempt was 11!.\de to 
aheck the character of the applicant. No explanation as furnished as to 
why this is tru.e. However, inasmu.c:h as each of these five stores employs 
several hundred salespeople, the si~e of the labor force may make such 
checking impractical Also, one of the stores gives the applicant a test 
especially designed and developed for that particular store while the other 
stores give the applicant a battery of' tests. In view of su.cll thorough 
and comprehensive pre-employment; examination, it is- probable t.hat the 
character of the applicant rm.y be detennined by other means- than from the 
references fQr.nished on the application fonn. 
Six of the ~rsonnel nanagers check only if there seems to be some 
doubt as to the character of the applicant as detennined through the per-
sonal interview, or to check for a specific reason. Two of the returns 
showed no reply to this item. 
Table XV indicates that 57 per cent of the store managers will not 
employ applicants who are not graduates of a high school as com~red to 
40 per cent that will employ nongradua.tes. Two per cent of the returns 
showed no answer to this qu.estion. 
so 
TABLE XIV 
VERIFICATION OF TEE CHARACTER REFERENCES 
Check References Number Per Cent 
Affirmative •••••••••••• • 122 90.38 
Negative •.••.•..•••.••••• 5 3.70 
Occasionally •• · ••••••••••• 6 4 .44 
No :Eeply • •.••.••••••••••• 2 1.48 
Total 135 100 00 
Of the 55 personnel managers 'Who would employ nongra.dus. tes of a h:igh 
school, 21, or 40 per cent, favor plAcing the applicant in selling positions. 
They believe that experience , or an acceptable reason for leavil:\g high 
school (financial difficulties , tor e:x:.ample) is no barrier to a. sellirg 
position provided that the applicant shows a natural intell:igence and can 
assume responsibility. On the other hand , 60 per cent of the personnel 
managers ho would employ a nongraduate of a high school place the person 
in a nonselling position. The majority of the nongradua tes are placed in 
T.A:BLE XV 
miPLOY.A:BILITY OF NONGRAJXJATES OF A HIGH SCHOOL 
Employment Possibilities Number Per Cent 
ill Employ Nongraduates •••••••• 55 40.74 
Vill Not Empl~y Nongraduates •••• 77 57.04 
No .Jleply • • • • a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 2.22 
Total 135 100.00 
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the stockroom, employed as wrappers, or given work as porters • . Table XVI 
shows a more c-omplete breakdown of the emrployment of these applicants who 
are not graduates of a high school. 
TABLE XVI 
PLAillmvmNT OF NONGRADUATES OF A HIGH SCHOOL 
Employment Capacity Number 
Stock ]bom Employment......... • 15 1 
Trappers ........................ 6 2 
Porters................ •••.••• 5 3 
Elevator Operators.............. 4 4 
Restaurant Workers , Markers , 
Maids , ReceiviQg Boom Employees 3 5 
Alteration 1~ids and Clerical... 2 6 
Filing, Cashier, Uatrons , Packers 1 7 
Question N>. 18 of the check list, regarding the :rmmher of rew employees 
hired yearly, does not lend itself to tabu.lation. The extremes in tha size 
of stores makes proper tabulation di:fficul t . An insignificant nuniber of' ne 
employees for one store would seem most significant to another because of 
the variance in size of the two. Inasmuch as the munber of new employees 
hired yearl y depends upon the law of demand, the current economic condition 
exerts great influence. The fluctuating labor market would indicate that 
what may be tru.e of employment conditions at the present would be outdated 
ithin a short time. SUffice to state that employment throughou.t the year 
is quite regular with an exceptionally high peak of employment coming at 
certain seasons--mainly Christmas , Easter, and at special sales. For a 
short period of time , employment figures climb at a rapid rate and drop just 
as fast fter the holiday season is over. 
In the final selection of salespeople , there are other vita.l :factors 
hich are considered in the appl i cant . Question No . 19 of the check list 
enu..merated 15 f actors which were to be checked , together with the degree of 
importance attached to each by the personnel manager. 
Complete replies were received from 130 personnel managers. Five of 
the retui'IlS' c ru.ld, not be tabulated because oi' insufficient replies. The 
factor considered the most important was the personal appearance of the 
applicant as checlred by 109 oi' the returns . Closely following this as the 
impression made upon the interviewer as sl:town by 107 replies . The third in 
importance was the health of the applicant , and 90 personnel managers 
checked this item The policy of two stores as not to employ a person 
until a physical examin tion was passed. (Table XVII) 
other factors which ere of importance to the personnel managers or 
the interviewers , and not mentioned on the check list, are as follo s: 
Other Important Factors 
Personality 
Attitude of the Applicant 
References Furnished by 
Former Etrrployers 
OUtside Merchandise Courses 
or Special Training 
Nu.mber 
4 
3 
2 
1 
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TABLE XVII 
FACTORS CONSIDERED IN THE APPLICANT 
-
FACTOR VERY MODERATELY OF LITTLE OR NO OPINION IMPORTANT DJIPORTANT NO IMPORTANCE EXPRESSED 
!2· Per Cent No. per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent 
Score on Intelligence Test •••••••• 9 9 1 
Score on Personality Test ••••••••• 2 8 1 
Score on Selling Aptitude Test •••• 10 2 
Score on Arithmetic Test •••••••••• 13 9 1 
Score on the Store Test ••••••••••• 8 4 
Recommendation of the Interviewer. 107 79.26 77 5.18 
-- --
16 11.85 
Recommendation from the School ••••• 29 21.48 64 47-41 12 8.88 25 18.52 
Personal Appearan~e •••••••••••••••• 109 80.74 19 14.68 
-- --
2 1.48 
Previous Experience •••.••.••••••••• 79 58.51 46 34.08 3 2.22 2 1.48 
Oral English . ............•......... 84 62.22 40 29.63 -- -- 6 4.45 
Quality of the Voice .••••••••••••••• 54 40.0 70 51.85 3 2.22 1 1.48 
Health . ............................ 90 66.67 40 29.63 
School Grades ........•••••.•••••••• 11 8.15 79 58.52 18 13.33 22 16.30 
Retail Training in High School ••••• 21 15.56 62 45.93 19 14.07 28 20.74 
~ 
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The next two qu.estions are closely related. The first requested that 
a copy of the arithmetic test given to the applicant be forwarded; the 
second requ.ested the same of any test that was designed for that particular 
store. Of the 35 stores which give the applicant a written test, e~ht do 
not use a separate arithmetic or store test . The only arithmetic testing 
is that which is found in the published or standardized tests as shown in 
Table IX. 
Sharply contrasted are the cases of the five personnel managers who 
administer to the applicant definite or standard tests. Three favored the 
' 
published test, ]etail Arithmetic orksample by Carrie E. !oyle; one used 
the Otis Arithmetic Reasoning Test by Arthur otis (Test 5 of OtiS Group 
Intelljgence Scale ) and another found the Hundred-Problem Arithmetic Test 
by Schorling-Clark-Potter most satisfactory for their needs. 
The remaining 22 personnel managers used an arithmetic test that had 
been developed for the use of their particular organization. tfost of the 
tests were mimeographed sheets and the questions asked thereon were based 
upon errors made on sales slips as shown by a study over a period of years. 
Eleven, or one half, of the 22 stores for which a test had been designed 
submitted copies of their tests. These tests ranged from the most simple 
to the most complex. In number of qu.estions they ranged from 6 to 60; and 
in amount of time they ranged from a no limit to a ma:xjnmm of 30 minutes. 
The larger the size of the store the greater the number of qu.estions asked 
on the store test. Only one store, in addition to the ari thmetie problems, 
gave a test on their store policy, or customer relations, and on under-
standiQg the sales slip. 
The following is a breakdown of the store tests with regard to the 
number of questions asked and the time allowed for the test: 
ANALYSIS OF ELEVEN STORE TESTS 
Number of Questions Asked 
35 
30 
30 
30 
30 qQestions on arithmetic ) 
30 questions non arithmetic) 
28 
25 
18 
6 
6 
Time. Element 
No time limit 
30 minu.tes 
20 mirmtes 
15 mirmtes 
No t :ime limit 
15 minutes 
No time l imit 
No time 1 imi t 
No time limit 
No time limit 
All applicants, whether for 1\l.ll-time, part-time, or seasonal employ-
ment, were required to take a written test in arithmetic before employed. 
The last part of the three-page check list was devoted to a. list of 
33 test items These items constituted the various types of questions 
included in the store tests which had been secured and examined prior to 
the making of the check list They nay be considered composite of the type 
of questions asked on written tests by the store personnel managers ir-
respective of the size of the estab lisb.ment. 
The complete tabulation of such data is contained in Table XVIII. 
Under the heading Content Material are listed the 33 test items. The 
next four columns show how that particular item is used (whether in 
Addition, Subtraction, 1.fu.ltiplioation, or Division problems). The last 
column Miscellaneous is devoted to types of qu.estions that deal with store 
policies, customer relations, and other kinds of ~estions not covered by 
the 33 items. 
The first fjgures (under the headi~ ~·) in each of the columns 
represent the actual nu.mber of personnel managers that indicated their use 
of that particular item, and the second column of figures (Under the 
heading~~) represent the f~ures converted into percentages. 
Seventeen, or one half of the total items, were rated 50 per cent or over 
by all the personnel managers swering this section of' the check list. 
Many comments were given by the personnel managers concerning their 
testing procedures. One commented that it as necessary, first of all , 
that a job specification be prepared for each of the jobs to be filled 
to determine the skills and personal characteristics conmon to the success 
ful performance of the job. After the job requirements had been determine 
the next step was t o test the individual to discover to hat extent and in 
what combinations the desired skills and personal characteristics existed. 
The third step was to match the job requirements with the s'kills and 
qualifications of the individual. Through experiments and research this 
personne 1 manager became convinced that a single test or a small grcup of 
unrelated tests were inadequate to :f'u.rni.sh the info!1llation needed. Hence, 
I 
II 
I' I 
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TABLE XVIX 
TABULATION OF FIGURES AND PERCENTAGES 
OF ALL CONTENT MATERIAL ITEMS INCLUDED IN THE CHECK LIST 
CONTENT MATERIAL ADDITION SUBTRACTION fiiDLTIPLICA.TION DIVISION MISCELLANEOUS 
* ,UQ.-Per Cent No . Per Cent No . Per Cent NO~r Cent No. Per Cent 
- - - -
Column Addition 
Two Digits ••..•••••••• 16 50 . ~ ...................................................... ' ' .... . 
Three Digits ..•.•••••. 17 53.12 .............................................................. 
More Than Three Digits 17 53.12 ........................ .. ........... ... ...................... 
Horizontal Addition ••.•••• 5 15.62 ............................................................... 
Deci.nals . ................• 17 53.12 17 53.12 17 53.12 11 34.38 ................ 
Decimals and Fractions •••• 21 65.63 19 59.38 18 56.25 6 18.75 ................ 
Fractions . ................ 18 56.25 10 31.25 10 31.25 8 25 .o ................ 
Fractions and Mixed Numbers 21 65.63 17 53.12 19 59.38 18 56.25 ................ 
Problems Involving Yards •.. 9 2S.l3 9 28.13 9 28.13 10 31.25 ................ 
Feet and Inches, or Pounds 
am ounces 
Making ProJ)9r Cllallg'e. . . . . . • . ••.•...••..•....•.•••••••........•.....•.••.•...•.•..••• 19 59 .3S 
*number of stores 
~ 
Q) 
CONTENT MATERIAL 
Problems for Thought •••••••• 
Figuring Problems with Per 
Cent 
Computing Federal Tax on 
Luxury Goods (jewelry, hand-
bags, cosmetics, etc.) 
Mark-Ups and Mark-Down 
Problems 
Essay Type Question Regard-
ing Store Policies and 
Customer Relations 
Making Out Sales Slips •••••• 
Testing Is Done By Social 
Security Unemployment Service 
Appearance of the Application 
Form As Filled Out By The Ap-
plicant 
TABLE XVIX (Continued) 
ADDITION SUBTRACTION MULTIPLICATION DIVISION MISCELLANEOUS 
!!2· Per Cent l!£. Per Cent H2• Per Cent BE· Per Cent No. Per Cent 
............................................................ 17 
............................................................ 18 
............................................................ 3 
............................................................ 11 
............................................................ 11 
. .......................................................... . 1 
............................................................ 3 
............................................................ 2 
53.12 
56.25 
9.38 
34.38 
34.38 
3.13 
9.38 
6.25 
~ 
\!) 
CONTENT MATERIAL 
Determining Trade Discount 
Figuring Depreciation ••••• 
Determining Price Marking. 
by a Given Code 
Answering Multiple-Choice 
Questions Regarding Store 
Policy 
Answering True-False Ques-
tions Regarding Customer 
Relations 
Have Applicant State How 
He Would Handle a Given 
Sales Situation 
Self-Rating Scale of Per-
sonal Traits and Attitudes 
OTHERS: 
Gives Oral Arithmetic Test 
Long Division Problems •••• 
Short Division Problems ••• 
TABLE XVIX (Continued) 
ADDITION SUBTRACTION MULTIPLICATION DIVISION 
llg. Per Cent B]. Per Cent No. Per Cent llg. Per Cent 
........................................................... 
. .......................................................... . 
. .......................................................... . 
............................................................ 
............................................................ 
............................................................ 
............................................................ 
........................................................... 
. ......................................................... . 
. ......................................................... . 
MISCELLANEOUS 
No. Per Cent 
14 4.3.75 
6 18.75 
2 6.25 
4 12.5 
4 12.5 
4 12.5 
4 12 .5 
1 3.1.3 
17 53.12 
11 34.38 
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he selected specific tests to be used according to the job to be filled 
and gives a battery from five to e~ht tests. When related to each 
other the tests begin to take on meaning . He feels that ihe results ha.ve 
been most gratifYing and ~hat it has been a helpfUl aid in the selection 
of suitable salespersons fo·r his organization. 
Three personnel managers of stores employing under 100 salespeople 
have solved their testing problem through the service of the State Employ-
ment Service . Lack~ Stlfficient tools and time with which to conduct 
any but the simple arithmetic test, they send applicants who seem to be 
good prospects to the Employment Security Department to be tested. The 
Department administers complete testing, including aptitude and interest 
tests, and sends the results back to the personnel managers. Finployment 
of the applicant depends upon the information as revealed from such 
testing. 
The survey also revealed that six personnel managers test their 
salespeople after employment rather than demand tests as a requisite to 
pre-employment. One return indicated that the Employee is given instruc-
tion in store policy , sales slip comprehension, and store arithmetic , the 
first day. Another shows that initial training in store procedures is 
given and sessions are held on such matters as "Store Organization, n 
"Store Arithmetic/' "Personality Developrrent," and "Salesmanshipn every 
week for a definite length of time. 
Another personnel manager has every applicant complete a three-day 
training course in store policies, sales slip uumerstanding, cash reo~­
lations, and similar topics. If the ~plicant does not complete this 
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training satisfactorily he is not employed fQll time. 
Still another personnel manager required only a two-hour training 
period in that particular store system under the supervision of the head 
or department clerk. A fifth personnel manager gives ritten test on 
completiQg sales checkswith a brief period on business mathematics as 
compared to another testing program which covers these subjects during 
the first day of training. 
Table XIX shows how the published or standardized tests , including 
the intelljgence, personality, aptitude, and interest tests, are given 
to full-time, part-time, and seasonal employees. The majority of these 
testa are used to test only those applicants who are to be employed on a 
full time basis or :for such specific reason such s promotional or 
executive prospects. 
I 
I 
r 
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i TABLE XIX 
INTELLIGENCE TESTS GIVEN TO FULL-Tnffi, PARr-TIME AND SEASONAL EMPLOYEES 
No . Full-Time Name of Test Giving Part-Time Seasonal 
Test Employees Employees Employees Remarks 
Wonderlic Personnel Test 7 6 1 0 For promotional purposes 
Otis Intelligence Test •••• 4 3 2 2 For supervisory and 
promotional purposes 
Terman +ntelligence Test •• 1 1 0 0 
California Shortened Mental 2 2 2 0 
Maturity Test ••••••••••••• 
. 
-'(.. 
X Tiffon and Lawshe ••.••••••• 2 2 1 1 
- ' 
II PERSONALITY TESTS GIVEN TO FULL-TIME, PART-TIME AND SEASONAL EMPLOYEES 
I 
Guilford-Martin Personality 3 2 0 0 
Test ........... · · · • · • · · · • • 
Bernreuter Personality Test 2 2 1 1 
APTITUDE AND INTEREST TESTS GIVEN TO FULL-TIME, PARI'-Tllffi AND SEASONAL EMPLOYEES 
Kuder Interest Test ••••••• 2 Occasionally Occasionally 0 
I Interaction Chronograph ••• 1 0 0 0 Executive positions 
i 
~ 
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CHAPTER V 
S01ilMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOI.'!Lrn:NDATIONS 
The data in this study reveal that the employment and testing pro-
cedures ~or initial employment in the (135) retail dr,y goods, department, 
and specialty stores were greatly varied. Each store had the same aim--
to employ tne ~inest salesperson ~or its o~anization--but the means used 
were di~~erent. 
Size. The stores ranged in size ~rom the s.mall but exclusive shop 
to the huge chain department stores which employed thousands of people. 
An average of 485 people were employed in each establishment. 
Preferences. Because of the type of work involved in retail selling 
a large majority are women workers. IJfue only departments in hich the 
men predollli.nate are the f'u.rnitu.re and bedding department, the ~oot ear 
department and the electrical appliances department. The results showed 
that 76 per cent of the sales people employed by stores in the survey 
were women as compared to 24 per cent of the men. On the whole, personnel 
managers showed no preference as to the marital status of the applicants. 
A ~ew more personnel managers, however, pre~erred married applicants to 
the nonmarried ones. Five per cent preferred married people to four per 
cent who preferred unmarried employees. Ten per cent believed that the 
vacancy determined the marital status or the sex of the applicant. 
ith regard to the preferred employable age range, most personnel 
managers desired a slightly younger age ~e for women than ~or the men. 
I 
II 
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It was more common to employ a woman under 20 years of age than a man. 
The most popular age range for men was between 21 to 25 years and for 
women it was the same. The stores hired more women than men between the 
ages of 31 to 35 Ho~ver~ above the age of 50, more men were preferred 
than women. The store personnel managers were of the opinion that ability, 
and not age, was the decid:illg factor as to the preferred employable age 
range of the applicant. 
Interviews. Possibly the greatest single factor in determining the 
selection of the proper salesperson is the interview. Despite the various 
testing programs being developed, it is the opinion of the interviewer 
of the applicant that bears the greatest weight. In spite of the respon-
sibility that goes with their position, 53 per cent of the interviewers 
did not have a predetermined list of questions to ask the applicant. Less 
than hulf~ or 45 per cent, have a set of definite questions and procedures 
that they use in questioning the applicant as to his ability to fill the 
vacancy in question. The personnel managers who claim to have no pre-
determined list of questions to ask the prospective employee may have 
interviewed so many applicants that the interview may follow a definite 
pattern. without their being aware of it. Their abili-cy to judge the merits 
of the individual may be the result of long and intensive experience in 
their field. 
The methods used by the interviewers to recom the results of the 
interview are varied. In general, appropriate comments are made on the 
application form filled out by the applicant. This method saves filing 
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space and special forms. Another popular method is the one whereby the 
interviewer keeps a record of only those applicants whom he feels are 
good prospects. Any applicant who does not impress him favorably during 
the interview is not considered and no card is made on his employability. 
Application Form. The application form together with the intervie 
are the most promising methods of judging salespeople. Each store had de-
veloped its own application form to meet its needs. These application 
forms vary from the most simple to the most complicated to fill out. Some 
reqQire answers to a few routine questions such as name, address, telephone 
number, general education, experience , and character references. Others , 
in addition to these questions , ask for information in detail of hobbies, 
community activities, family bac~rOQnd, emotional stability, and re-
lated fields of work. few personnel managers feel that the manner by 
which these qQestions are answered by the applicant , together with the 
general neatness of the work, is quite indicative of the general intelli-
gence of the person who is preparing the applic-ation form. Since , in many 
oases, no testing is done whatsoever, the application form is a vital part 
in deciding whether or not the applicant is to be employed. 
Fifty-two per cent of the pers annel managers do not check the 
scholastic record as shown on the application form with that of the high 
school, as compared to 30 per cent that do check for verification. Six-
teen per cent did not reply to this question and the remaining two per 
cent checked only occasionally whenever any reason warranted such action. 
On the other hand, the character references as sho n on the applica-
tion form are checked by an overwhelming majority . Ninety per cent make 
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inqu.iry as to the character of the applicant as c:ompared to only three 
per cent who do not. Four per cent did not reply to this question and 
the remaining three per cent check references occasionally. It may be 
assumed, therefore, that the interviewer ishes to make certain of his 
selection of the applicant by having another person verify his opinion. 
Education. As sho m by the retums, the sch.olastic record of the 
applicant has little influence in determining his employability. Only 
11 per cent of the returns show that the school grades are considered 
very important. Seventy-nine per cent of the personnel managers considered 
the school grades as being only moderately important 1hile the remaining 
10 per cent considered school grades of little or no importance. The 
survey revealed that 65 per cent of the stores located applicants through 
the schools and colleges. However, only 21 per cent considered recom-
mendations from the school as very important; 47 per cent considered 
them of moderate importance; 8 per cent considered them of little or no 
importance and the remaining did not reply to this (]:Uestion. 
In regard to the importance of retail training in the high school, 
almost as many personnel managers considered it of little or no importance 
as those who considered it of much importance. Twenty-one per cent were 
of the opinion that retail selling 1as very important while 19 per cent 
took the opposite view. Sixty per cent felt that it was of moderate 
importance. 
lith reference to the employability of nongraduates of a high school, 
the majority of personnel managers felt that a high school education was 
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essential. Fifty-seven per cent w cnld not employ nongraduates of a high 
sohool; 40 per cent WOQld employ nongraduates, while 2 per cent did not 
reply. However, 60 per cent of the 40 per cent that would employ non-
graduates would be placed in a nonselling position. In other ~ords, such 
applicants wOQld be hired as stockroom employees, rappers, packers, 
porters, elevator operators, restaurant workers, markers, maids, alteration 
workers, matrons, and for service in the receiving room. The remaining 
40 per cent would be employed in selling positions. The personnel 
managers made attempts to determine why the applicant did not finish high 
school. If the applicant could prove that his failure to graduate was due 
to circumstances beyond his control, such as financial difficulties, and if 
he showed better than average intelligence or had sufficient experience to 
offset his educational deficiency, then he was usually given status as a 
salesperson. 
Personality. The outstanding personal trait that 80 per cent of the 
personnel managers felt was most desired in an applicant was personal ap-
pearance. Second in importance was the health of the applicant. Sixty-
seven per cent of the returns had this particular item ohecked. The third 
in order of importance was oral English, as favored by 62 per cent of the 
stores surveyed. It is significant to note that in these three items 
not one single personnel I'IlB.ll.Eiger checked any of them as being of little or 
no importance. 
Fifty-nine per cent believed that previous experience is of great 
importance; 34 per cent believed it was of moderate importance; while two 
per cent considered experience of little importance. 
~ 
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The quality of the voice of the applicant was considered important 
by 40 per cent of the personnel lllallagers; 52 per cent believed it to be 
ot moderate tmportance, while 2 per crent gave this item no consideration. 
T'esting. The returns indicated that 26 per cent of the stores sur-
veyed have some sort of a testing program as part of their employment 
procedure . In order to secure more efficient salespeople and to help 
eliminate some of the trial and error of pers onnel employment, tests are 
being used in an effort to reduce personal bias on the part of the inter-
viewer. Some of the stores ~re using testing as an additional technique 
to evaluate their salespeople, and not as a substitute for the tried 
personnel mediums of the application form and the interview. 
The Vonderlic Personnel Test and the Otis Intelligence Test are the 
most popular with the 35 stores where a testing program had been developed . 
For the former test, norma have been published. 1 even stores used the 
Wonderlio Personnel Test and four used the Otis Employment Test of Mental 
Ability. The Guildford-llfartin Personnel Inventory was used by three of 
the stores. This test, which yields scores for the three traits of agree-
ableness,objectivity, ~nd co-operativeness, ranked third in popularity. 
The Ietail Arithmetic Worksample was used by two of the retail stores 
and two used the llinnesota Vocational Test. The other tests used were the 
Terman Intelligence Test, the Bernreuter Personality Inventory, Interaction 
Chronograph, Otis Arithmetic Beasoning Test, and the Schorling-Clark-Potter 
Arithmetic Test, Eevised. 
lcapwell, Dora F., Psychological Tests for Retail Store Personnel , 
~search ]Ureau for RetaTl Selling , University of Pittsburgh, 1949 , p. 14. 
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Fifteen of the stores have developed their own tests which consist 
mainly of arithmetic problems ranging in number from 6 to 100 problems. 
:Most of the arithmetic problems are based upon either the errors on sales 
slips or upon spec 1 store-CQstomer relations that the personnel managers 
' wiSh to foster for the goodwill of their establishment. These store tests 
are timed from a no-limit time period to one half hour in duretion. 
The testing procedures used in the 35 stores which had developed a 
testing program were all under five years of operation. Twenty-five per 
cent did not reveal the date the testing procedure was instituted but 
the returns were as follows: 9 per cent were developed in 1945; 14 per cent 
in 1946; 17 per cent in 1947; 12 per cent in 1948, and 23 per cent in 1949. 
Despite the recency of establishment~ 40 per cent plan a change as 
against 46 per cent that are satisfied with their testing programs, hile 
the remaining 14 per cent did not reply to this question. The changes 
contemplated are for the general improvement of the programs in use or for 
an addition of other tests. 
Although all personnel managers are seeking a test or tests to help 
select good salespeople, and have gone to considerable lengths to establish 
their own testing programs, a eak:ness is revealed in their programs. Over 
one half of the atores surveyed which have testing programs will hire the 
applicant even though he fails to pass their written tests. Only 25 per 
cent are confident that failure to pass their tests indicates weakness 
on the part of the applicant, and so will refuse to hire him. · Twenty-three 
per cent preferred not to give an opinion on this particrQlar item. 
Becommendations for Improving Employment Procedures 
As a resu.l t of this survey the following recommendations are submitted 
on the testing and employment procedures used for initial employment of 
salespeople : 
1. Trial and error in employing personnel can be reduced by insti tu.ting 
tests . 
2 . Testing should be an integrated part of the employment procedures 
and should be used as an additional technique in the empl oyment program 
rather than as a substitute for other personnel employment tools. 
3 . Stores b~inning pre-employment testing should not use the results 
for actual screening until several hundred scores can be compared to job 
performance . 
4 . Small retail stores can best begin by having an outside organiza-
tion conduct a. personnel study , and upon their recommendation and sugges-
tions develop an employment testing progr.run that best suits that parti~lar 
organization. 
5 . Cost of testiQg is a major consideration of' all establishments, 
particru.larly of' the relatively small o:~ganizations . For a three-hour test 
battery expense of testing materials run about 45 cents per person including 
1 
scoring keys , stop watches , test manuals , and the actual test booklets. 
lcapwell, Dora F., sycholog ical Tests for Retail Store Personnel, 
Research :Bureau for Ietail ']raining , Universi -cy of Pittsburgh, 1949, 
p. 14. 
~. -· ''"'n Ll n ivPr'!'lty 
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6 .. Psychological tests , to be properly admi.ni sterad and interpreted, 
mu.at be conducted by a personnel psychologist or some other professional 
person who has had training in the field of testing . If this procedure is 
too expensive , as it may well be for many stores , the employment of an 
individual with some background in the testing field who could obtain ad-
ditional training may be a feasible alten1ative . 
7. Stores planning to initiate a testing program should proceed slowly 
and use the early results as tentative and experimental data. Through this 
procedure test batteries and score standards can be revised as added in-
fonnation is secured. 
52 
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A:PPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
LETTER SENT TO PERSONNEL MANAGERS EXPLATIHNG 
RJRPOSE OF THE SURVEY 
Dear Personnel Manager: 
I am conducting a survey to determine the testing and employment 
procedures used for initial employment of salespeople in America's better 
known stores. This study is under the direction of Professor Lester I. 
Sluder, Director of Business Education Research, Boston University, 
Boston, 1.'fassachu.setts. 
Only through the co-operative efforts of personnel managers can we 
hope to develop effective employment procedures for use in employing 
successful salespeople. Any information on employment procedures which 
you have found to be highly useful will be gratefillly accepted . Your store 
could contribute much to such a survey. 
I shall appreciate the return of the check list at your earliest 
opportunity. A self-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed for your 
convenience in replying. 
Sincerely yours , 
(Miss) Nettie Carpinone 
Enclosures 2 
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APP~TDIX B - CHECK LIST 
SURVEY ON THE SELECTION AND TESTDTG PROCEDURES 
USED FOR DHTIAL EMPLOYJ!!ENT m RETAIL SELLING 
Name of store Date 
-------------------------------------- ----------------
Address 
------------------------------------------------------------
Total number of permanent salespeople in the store: Men Worren 
------ ------
CHECK YES OR NO 
1. Check the methods used to locate the applicant when a vacancy occurs 
for a salesperson 
a. Newspaper and/or trade journal advertisements 
b. Recommendations from store employees 
c. Employment agencies 
d. Schools 
e. Applications on file 
f. Applicant requests employment 
g. Other --------------------
2. Indicate by a checkmark the 
employment. 
preference given to the following for 
a. Sex: Yale ; Female ; No preference 
b. Unital ~ tatu.s: :Married -----,S..,..ing- le ; No pr-e"""'f,_e_r_en_c_e_ 
------
3 . State the preferred employable age rarge of l.'Ien ; of Women 
------~ ------
4. Does the interviewer have a predetermined list of questions to ask the 
applicant? Yes No _____ _ 
5. fuat is the average number of applicants interviewed yearly? 
---------11-
6. Is a written report prepared by the interviewer on each applicant? 
Yes No • Are these reports filed and kept for futu.e ce ? 
Ye No 
-----
7. Is the applicant for sales work required to take a written test? 
Yes No 
-----
a. Check any of t he following types of tests given to the applicant for 
~-time employment as a salesperson. 
a. Intell:igence test Name and author of test 
--------------------b. Personality test Name and author of test 
--------------------c. Sel ling aptitude test Name and author of test 
---------------
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9. Which of the above tests are given to the applicant for part-tiroo 
employment? 
a. Intelligence test 
------b. Personality test 
c. ell ing aptitude -:-t-e-st.,------
10. ~Vhich of the above tests are given to the applicant for seasonal employ-
ment? 
a. Intelligence test------
b. Personality test 
c. Selling aptitude 't-e-st-=------
11. State the number of branch stores connected wi fu your firm • Is 
-=---the same testing procedure used in all branches? Yes No 
-----
12. How long has the present testing program been in use? 
--:::Y~e-a_r_s_ Months 
13 . Do you contemplate any change of testing procedure in the near future? 
Yes No • If the answer is yes , please explain change 
----
14. If the applicant fails to pass one or more tests given, is he still 
hired? Yes No • If the answer is yes , please explain 
-----
15. Is the scholastic record of the applicant as stated in his application 
form checked with that of the high school? Yes No 
-------
16. Is any attempt made to detennine the character of the apylicant from 
the references given on his application form? Yes No 
------
17. In general , are applicants Wh o are not graduates from a high school 
employed? Yes No If the answer is yes , state the type of 
position-------------------------------------------
18. How many new employees are hired yearly? 
-------a. As part-time employees 
b. As fUll-time employees 
----c. As seasonal employees 
-------
19. Check the importance of the following factors in cons ide ring the appl ic-
ant. 
Very Moderately Of little or 
important important no importance 
a. Score on intelligence test 
b. Score on personality test 
c. Score on selling aptitude test 
d. Score on arithmetic test 
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Very 
important 
Uoderately Little or 
important no importance 
e . Score on store test 
f . Recommendation of interviewer 
g . Recommendation from h:igh school 
h . Personal appearance 
i . Previous experience 
j . Oral English 
k. Quality of voice 
1 . Health 
m. School grades 
n . Retail training in h:igh school 
o . Other 
---------------------------
20 . Is the applicant given an arithmetic test? Yes No • If the 
answer is yes , please attach a copy of the test to this check list . 
21 . Is the applicant given a wri~ten test designed by ~he store? Yes 
No • If the answer is yes , please attach a copy o:f the store-.,..t-e-st.,._ 
to this check list . 
The tests des~ned by the store and given to the applic.'lnt should be 
attached to this check list as they are needed to determine the type 
of salespeople desired for employment. You are assured that this 
inf"ormation will be held in confidence , and in no way will the name 
of an individual store be identified with the testing procedure used. 
ould you like to receive a sumrrary of the results of this survey? 
Yes lJo 
---
Please use back of sheets to make comments or suggestions. 
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If an arithmetic test or a test designed by your store is attached to the 
check list as requested by question Nos. 20 and 21, please disregard this 
sheet. If such tests are given by your store but are not attached hereto, 
please check the type of questions included in the test given to the ap-
plicant. 
1. Problems involving addition 
a. Column addition 
1. t\vo digits 
2. three djgits 
3. more than three digits 
b. Horizontal addition 
c. Decimals 
d. Decimals and fractions 
e • Fractions 
f. Fractions and mixed numbers 
g. Problems involving yards, feet and inches, or pounds 
and ounces 
2. Problems involving subtraction 
a. Decimals 
b. Decimals and fractions 
c. Fractions 
d. Fractions and mixed numbers 
e. Problems involving yards , feet and inches, or pounds 
and ounces 
3. Problems involving multiplication 
a. Decimals 
b. Decimals and fractions 
c. Fractions 
d. Fractions and mixed numbers 
e. Problems involving yards , feet and inches, or pounds 
and ounces 
4. Problems involving division 
a Decimals 
b. Decimals and fractions 
c. Fractions 
d. Fractions and mixed numbers 
e. Problems involving yards , feet and inches, or pounds 
and ounces 
5. Miscellaneous test items involving 
a. l!Iaking proper change 
b. Determining trade discounts 
c. Figuring depreciation 
d. Determining price marking by a given code 
e. Answering multiple-choice questions regarding store policy 
f. Answering true-false questions regarding customer relati 
g. Having applicant state hOVI he would handle a given sales 
situation 
h. Self-rating scale o~ personal traits and attitudes 
i. Others 
--------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX C 
RETAIL STORES USED IN THIS SURVEY 
NAME 
1.1. O' Neil Company 
The Yeager Company 
Flah & Company 
Bon Marohe , Inc . 
J . P. Allen Company 
Davidson-Faxon Company 
Ri ch ' s , Inc . 
Hochsohild, KOhn & Company 
Hutzler Bros. Company 
Stewart & Company 
Fowler, Diok & ~alter 
Loveman, Joseph & Loeb 
A. • Lucas Company 
c. Crawford Hollidge Ltd. 
Gilchrist Company 
Jay ' s 
Jordan Uarsh Company 
R. H. Stearns Company 
R. ·H. \i'hite Company 
Howland Dry Goods Company 
H. P. King Company 
Namm's, Inc . 
Oppenheim Collins & Company 
Flint & Kent 
The Killiam Company 
The Diamond, Inc . 
Saks Fifth Avenue 
LOCATIO:tr 
kron, Ohio 
Albany, New York 
Asheville , North Carolina 
Atlanta, Geo~ia 
Baltimore, Maryland 
Binghamton, New York 
Birmingham, Alabama 
Bismarck, North Carolina 
Boston, 1~ssachusetts 
Bridgeport , Connecticu~ 
Bristol , Tennessee 
Brooklyn, New York 
BQffalo, New York 
Cedar Rapids , Iowa 
Charleston, est Virginia 
Ohieago, Illinois 
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APPEHDIX C (Continued) 
NAME 
The Halle Bros . Company 
Giddings Com:feny 
F . R. Lazarus Company 
Lichtenstein ' s , Inc . 
John R. Coppin Company 
w. A. Green Company 
A. Harris & Company 
Neiman-Marcus Company 
Pike-Rnroler Company 
Denver Dry Goods Company 
Younkers of Iowa 
Crowley Milner & Company 
Himelhoch Bros . & Company 
Given Bros . 
The Boston Store 
olf & Dessauer 
R. E. Cox & Company 
Meacham's Fashion Store 
The Paris of Montana 
Paul Steketee & Sons 
Brown-Thomason, Inc . 
Sage Allen & Company 
H. L. Green Company 
Mitchell & Company 
F . W. · oolworth 
LOCATION 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Colorado Springs , Colorado 
Columbus ~ Ohio 
Corpus Christi , Texas 
Covington, Kentucky 
Dallas , Texas 
Dayton, Ohio 
Denver, Colorado 
Des lvloines , Iowa 
Detroit , llfich:igan 
El Paso , Texas 
Fort Smith, Arkansas 
Fort Wayne , Indiana 
Fo rt Worth , Indiana 
Great Falls , 11l:ontana 
Grand Hlp ids , Uichigan 
Hartford, Connecticut 
Haverhill, Massachusetts 
APPENDIX C (Continued) 
NAME 
Sakowi tz Bros . 
Foley's , Inc . 
The Anderson-Newcomb Company 
L. s. Ayres & Company 
Jacobson Stores , Inc . 
The Emporium 
R. E. Kinnington Company 
FUrchgott ' s , Inc . 
Levy's , Inc . 
s . H. Geo~e & Sons 
Hovland-Swanson Company 
Ivtiller & Paine 
The M. H. Cohn Company 
Pfe i fer Bros. 
Walker's 
J . Y. Robinson Company 
The May Company 
Stewart Dry Goods Company 
A. G. Pollard Company 
James l . Hill Company 
The John Gerber Company 
Levy ' s Ladies Toggery, Inc . 
The Boston Store 
T. A. Chapman Company 
Edward Schuster & Company 
Smartwear-Emma Lange , Inc . 
Cain-Sloan Company 
Loveman Berger & Teilebaum 
LOCATION 
Houston, Texas 
Huntington, West Virginia 
Indianapolis , Indiana 
Jackson, 1Iichigan 
Jackson, 1lississ ippi 
Jacksonville , Florida 
Knoxville , Tennessee 
Lincoln, Nebraska 
Little Rock, Arkansas 
Long Beach, California 
Los Angeles , Ca lifornia 
Louisville , Kentucky 
Lowell , 1~ssachusetts 
Manchester, New Hampshire 
Memphis , Tennessee 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Nashville , Tennessee 
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NAME 
L. Bamberger & Company 
Hahne & Company 
Maison Blanche Company 
APPENDIX C (Continued ) 
The Leon Godohaux Clothing Company, Ltd . 
D. H. Holmes Company, Ltd. 
Bloomingdale Bros . 
Franklin Simon 
Bomvi t Teller 
Saks Fifth Avenue 
H. c. Capwell Company 
Herzberg's , Inc . 
P. A Bergner & Company 
Block & Kuhl Company 
The Blum Store 
Kerrick's , Inc . 
Gimbel Bros . 
Joseph Horne Company 
John Wanamaker 
Owen, Moore & Company 
The Bedell Store 
Eastern Department Store 
Olds & King 
Lipman lolfe & Company 
The Famous 
lUll er & El.oads , Inc . 
Thalhimer' s 
S. H. Heironimus Company, Inc . 
Smartwear-Irving Saks 
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Company 
Weinstock Lubin & Company 
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LOCATION 
Newark, New Jersey 
New Orleans , Louisiana 
New York, New York 
Oakland, Cal ifomia 
Omaha , Uebraska 
Peoria , Illinois 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Phoenix, Arizona 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Portland, Uaine 
Portland, Oregon 
Portsmouth, Virginia 
Richmond , Virginia 
Roanoke , Virginia 
Rochester, New York 
Sacramento , California 
APPENDIX C (Continued) 
NAJKE LOCATION 
Zion Cooperative 1Jercantile Institution Salt Lake City, Utah 
The I.Iarston Store San Diego, California 
City of Paris San Francisco, California 
The Emporium 
Joseph llfagnin 
Bansohoff's, Inc. 
Frederick & Nelson Seattle , ~(ashington 
Younker-Davidson Sioux City, Iowa 
s. A. Earker Springfield, Ohio 
Scruggs-Vandervoort-Ear.ney, Inc. St. Louis, l.Ussouri 
Stix, Eaer & Fuller 
The Golden Rl.le St. Paul , Uinnesota 
Schuneman's, Inc. 
Fisher's 
Ib.odes Bros . 
Erown-Dunkin Company 
Erooks, Inc. 
Lansburgh & Eros. 
Perkins-Timberlake 
Woolf Bros ., Inc. 
Isaac Lo~· 
Erozman's 
The Anchor Company 
Sosnick & Sosnick, Inc 
Strouss-Hirshberg Company 
Tacoma, Washington 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 
lrfa sh ington, D. C. 
Wichita Falls, Kansas 
r il kes Ea rre, Pennsyl van :ia 
Williamsport, Pennsylvania 
inston-Salem, North Carol~ 
Youngstown, Ohio 
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APPENDIX D 
LIST OF RETAIL STORES 
WHERE WRITrEN TESTS ABE ADlHNISTERED 
Rich's, Inc. 
Gilchrist Company 
Jordan Marsh Company 
Namm's, Inc. 
The Halle Brothers Company 
F. E. Lazarus Company 
Neiman-Marcus Company 
Pike-Ifumler Company 
Younkers of Iowa 
Crowley 1.lilner & Company 
H. L. Green Company 
Mitchell & Company 
F. w. Yoolworth Company 
Wolf ' Dessauer 
Foley's 
Walker's 
The May Compmy 
J. • Robinson Company 
A. G. Pollard Company 
James w. Hill Company 
Levy's Ladies Toggery, Inc. 
Boston Store Company 
Ed. Schu.ster & Company , Inc. 
LOCATION 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Brooklyn, New York 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Columbus, Ohio 
Dallas, Texas 
Dayton, Ohio 
Des Moines , Iowa 
Detroit, 1lichigan 
Haverhill, Massachusetts 
Fort Wayne , Indiana 
Houston, Texas 
Long Beach, California 
Los Angeles, California 
Lowell, Massachusetts 
Manchester, New Hampshire 
:Memphis , Tennessee 
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 
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If.A11E 
Bloomingdale Brothers 
H. C. Capwell Company 
Block & RUhl Company 
Gimbel Brothers 
Owen, Moore & Company 
Frederick & Nelson 
Stix, Baer & FUller 
The Golden Rl.le 
Schuneman's, Inc. 
Ib.odes Brothers 
Fisher's 
Lansburgh & Brothers 
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APPENDIX D (Contino.ed) 
LOCATION 
New York, New York 
Oakland, California 
Peoria, Illinois 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Portland, Maine 
Seattle, Washington 
St. Louis, llissouri 
St . Paul, lfinnes ota 
Tacoma, Washington 
lashington, D. C. 
